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Abstract

Many studies have recently applied deep learning to the automatic colorization of line drawings. However, it is difficult to

paint empty pupils using existing methods because the networks are trained with pupils that have edges, which are generated

from color images using image processing. Most actual line drawings have empty pupils that artists must paint in. In this paper,

we propose a novel network model that transfers the pupil details in a reference color image to input line drawings with empty

pupils. We also propose a method for accurately and automatically coloring eyes. In this method, eye patches are extracted

from a reference color image and automatically added to an input line drawing as color hints using our eye position estimation

network.

CCS Concepts

• Computing methodologies → Image processing; • Applied computing → Fine arts;

1. Introduction

The colorization of illustrations is a very time-consuming process,
and thus many automatic line drawing colorization methods based
on deep learning have recently been proposed. For example, Ci et
al.’s method [CMW∗18], petalica paint [Yon17], and Style2Paints
[ZJL∗18, lll18] are semi-automatic colorization methods for intu-
itively colorizing line drawings based on color scribbles or dots in-
put by users. These methods enable colorization accurately and in
detail by inputting color scribbles or dots in regions that users want
to colorize. Tag2Pix [KJPY19] is a colorization method that allows
users to specify regions and colors using natural language, such
as "brown hair". Drawings are finely colorized using this method
except for empty pupils. Moreover, with this method, regions that
have not been previously defined cannot be specified, making it dif-
ficult to color the left and right eyes with different colors.

Input can also be in the form of a color reference image, where
methods apply the colors in a reference image to an input line draw-
ing image [LZL17,FHOO17]. Zhang et al. proposed a colorization
method [LZL17] that applies pre-trained VGG16/19 [SZ14] to ex-
tract features from a color reference image and inputs them into the
middle layer of the network. Comicolorization [FHOO17] is a col-
orization system for manga images based on color reduction on a
reference color image. The above methods train the network using
line drawings with edges in the pupils and thus cannot paint details
in empty pupils (Figs. 1 (a)-(c),(e),(f)).

The colorization method proposed by Huang et al. [HLK19] con-
siders the semantic correspondence between the input image and a
color reference image. The method can finely color line drawings,

including illustrations, and paint pupil details by pasting local re-
gions of the reference image to the corresponding regions in the in-
put image as color hints. However, the results of this method show
the pupil details of the input line drawing. Thus, the method cannot
transfer pupil details from the reference image.

Here, we aim to support the colorization of illustrations in practi-
cal settings by colorizing empty pupils. The proposed system paints
the details in empty pupils during line drawing colorization, mak-
ing it practical for illustration support.

Style transfer is a technique that transfers the style of a refer-
ence image to an input image; it can generate the details in the
reference image. The deep style transfer method [LAGB16] uses
convolutional neural networks to transfer mainly painting styles to
photographs. However, this method is unsuitable for coloring line
drawings of characters (Fig. 1 (d)). TextureGAN [XSA∗18] is a
method that applies textures to regions in an input line drawing.
However, it is designed for repeated patterns, making it unsuit-
able for regions with unique patterns. Moreover, it requires users
to specify the texture for each region. The above methods cannot
create semantic detail patterns in an input image.

Image completion using deep learning can create semantic de-
tails not included in an input image [GL19]. However, most such
methods do not allow users to select the content for the target re-
gion. In contrast, our system allows users to specify styles using
a reference image. Our main contributions can be summarized as
follows:
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Figure 1: Comparison between existing colorization methods [Yon17,lll18,KJPY19,LAGB16] and proposed method. The color reference inputs are (a) color

scribbles, (b) color dots, (c) natural language, and (d, e, f, g) color reference images. All output images are colorized based on the reference color image. The

existing methods roughly colorize the line drawing but cannot express pupil details. The proposed method accurately colorizes the line drawing and generates

pupil details based on our novel dataset of line drawings with empty pupils.

• We combine a colorization network with an eye position estima-
tion network to automatically and accurately color eyes.

• We propose a method for creating a novel dataset for generating
pupil details.

2. Overview

Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed method. In our
method, a line drawing and a color reference image (facial illus-
tration) are given as inputs. The eye positions in the input images
are first predicted by the eye position estimation network. A hint
image is generated from these eye positions using image process-
ing. Then, the hint image, input drawing, and reference image are
input to the colorization network. The colorized image is the fi-
nal output. We train the eye position estimation network with line
drawings as the input and the eye positions as the output (see Sec.
4.1). Our colorization network is trained with line drawings and the
corresponding hint images as the input and the corresponding color
images as the output (see Sec. 4.2). In these line drawing datasets,
regions around the eyes are erased. See Sec. 3 for our data creation
method.

3. Data Creation

Here, we describe the creation of the datasets for the eye position
estimation network and the colorization network. To train the eye
position estimation and colorization networks, about 2.5k and 370k
facial images were respectively cropped from videos [nic] and il-
lustrations [AcBG19] for each network. To avoid low-resolution
images, images with dimensions of at least 256 × 256 pixels were
detected by a facial detector [Nag11]. Those larger than 256 × 256
pixels were cropped and resized to 256 × 256 pixels. To create re-
sult images of all figures, we used danbooru2018 [AcBG19] and
Nico-illust Dataset [IOO16].

3.1. Line Drawing Extraction

We apply datasets of line drawings extracted from color images to
train the two networks. To prevent the colorization network from
overfitting to the training data [KJPY19], two kinds of line ex-
traction are randomly applied, namely a morphological operation
[Yon17] and XDoG [HWO12]. For the morphological operation,
a color image is first converted to grayscale. Next, morphological
processing is applied to make black lines thin. Then, the dilated
image is subtracted from the grayscale image to obtain white con-
tours. Then, the image is inverted to obtain the line drawing. XDoG
is used to extract a binarized line image. To estimate the eye posi-
tions in an input color reference image, we apply XDoG to extract
the line drawing (Fig. 2).

3.2. Dataset Creation for Eye Position Estimation Network

The eye position estimation network predicts the eye positions in
the input line drawing and the color reference image. Here, the in-
put line drawing has no edges in the pupils whereas the line drawing
generated from the reference image has edges. This network works
for cases with or without pupil details. The network is trained using
line drawings with and without pupil edges. We create a dataset of
line drawings without pupil edges because it is difficult to collect
large quantities of illustrations without pupil details. We create line
drawings with pseudo empty pupils by filling areas around eye po-
sitions in extracted line drawings with white ellipses. The height
and width of the ellipses respectively range from 15 to 30 pixels
and from 8 to 30 pixels. The color image dataset for this network
is transformed to line drawings, 80% of which are transformed to
pseudo empty pupils in the above processing. The mixed line draw-
ing dataset comprises images with and without the pseudo empty
pupils. This dataset is processed as below to increase estimation
accuracy. Half of the images are rotated by a randomly selected an-
gle in the range of -30 to 30 degrees in intervals of 5 degrees. Then,
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Figure 2: Overview of proposed method. Line drawings with and without edges in pupils are used to train the eye position estimation network and line

drawings without edges in pupils are used to train the colorization network.

they are randomly cropped to 224 × 224 pixels in the bounding box
of the rotated images. These images are the line drawing dataset for
this network.

We train the eye position estimation network described in Sec.
4.1 using this mixed line drawing dataset. We create the ground
truths of eye positions by manually specifying the positions of the
right and left eyes.

3.3. Dataset Creation for Colorization Network

We train the colorization network using the pseudo empty dataset
and color hint images as the input data and the corresponding color
images for the dataset as the ground truths. The line drawings and
color images are randomly cropped to 224 × 224 pixels inside these
images to increase robustness. When creating a hint image, if the
eye patches are in the original scale, the coloring results will in-
clude areas that are unpainted or colored beyond the edges when
the eye size is different between the input line drawing and the ref-
erence image. To minimize these artifacts, the height and width of
the reference image are independently scaled in the range of 0.5 to
2 times, and then the eye patches with a size of 48 × 48 pixels are
cut out around the eyes. The cropped right and left patches are ran-
domly arranged in one of four combinations (left-right, right-left,
left-left, or right-right). We train the colorization network with the
above-described hint images.

3.4. Hint Image Creation

A hint image is generated from the input reference image during
colorization. The eye positions of the line drawing extracted from
the color reference image are first predicted by the eye position
estimation network. Then, the reference image is rotated so that
the eyes are at the same angle as that of those in the line drawing
to avoid shifting the pupil area in the output image. Eye patches
around the pupils with a size of 48 × 48 pixels are generated,
as done in the training of the colorization network. Then, the eye
patches are arranged at the eye positions of the input line drawing
in an empty (black) image to generate the hint image.

4. Network

Our method uses two types of network, namely the eye position
estimation network and the colorization network. In this section,
the structure and training of each network is described.

4.1. Eye Position Estimation Network

The input and ground truths for training the eye position estimation
network are the mixed line drawing dataset (Sec. 3.2) and the corre-
sponding eye positions, respectively. Except for the input and out-
put layers, the network structure is based on ResNet-34 [HZRS16].
The input layer has one channel to input the grayscale line drawing.
The output layer has four channels to output the x and y coordinates
of the right and left eyes. The output layer has no activation func-
tion because the network outputs coordinates.

The loss function of the network is the mean squared error. The
Adam optimizer [KA15] is used with the parameters lr = 2e− 4,
β1 = 0.9, and β2 = 0.99. We trained the model for about 15k itera-
tions with a batch size of 256.

4.2. Colorization Network

We use the line drawing dataset with pseudo empty pupils (Sec.
3.3) and corresponding color hints of pupils as the inputs, and we
use the corresponding color image as the ground truths to train the
colorization network. The structures of the generator and discrim-
inator of this network are almost the same as those for the draft-
ing stage [ZJL∗18]. Unlike the drafting stage, batch normaliza-
tion [IS15] is used in the middle layer of our generator, and spec-
tral normalization [MKKY18] is used in the middle layer of our
discriminator. In addition, the reference image is transformed into
color features using a histogram model [FHOO17]. These color
features are input into the middle layer of the network. The input
layer has four channels to input the grayscale line drawing and the
hint image of pupils.

The loss function of the network is L1 loss and adversarial loss
[GPAM∗14], and optimizer is the Adam optimizer [KA15] with
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Figure 3: Comparison of colorizing multiple line drawing inputs.

the parameters lr = 2e−4 for the generator, lr = 2e−5 for the dis-
criminator, and β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.99 for both. These losses were
weighted as L1:adversarial = 1:0.001. We trained the model for
about 110k iterations with a batch size of 32. To adapt the network
to a real-world line drawing, we trained it for about 30k additional
iterations with a brightness control technique [SLF∗17].

5. Results and Limitations

Figure 1 shows comparisons between our results and those obtained
using existing methods. We briefly described these methods in Sec.
1. Our method shows high reproducibility of reference colors when
coloring multiple input line drawings using one reference image
(Fig. 3). Moreover, it is difficult to accurately colorize small re-
gions based on a reference image using most existing methods. In
contrast, the proposed method enables highly accurate colorization
of the eyes, even when the left and right eye colors of the reference
image are different (Fig. 2).

However, our method cannot accurately
transfer details such as highlights and
shadows of regions other than the eyes. In
addition, our method sometimes unevenly
colorizes an image. Even for the pupils,

the proposed method occasionally does not transfer small details,
such as those in the red frames of the above eye images (the left is
a reference, the right is a result).

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a network model that can colorize an il-
lustration in a way that reflects the details in reference image pupils.
Our method accurately colorizes small areas of pupils by predict-
ing eye positions. To enable the painting of details on empty pupils,
edges around pupils are erased in the line drawing. Eyes can be
colorized with different colors and details can be painted on empty
pupils; these tasks are not possible using most existing methods.
We would like to extend the proposed approach to other areas, such
as hair, in future work.
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